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Explore southern Africa from Cape Town
As a full-service, premium airline offering more flight choices and destinations within southern
Africa, Airlink gives you the freedom to connect to 9 domestic and 5 regional destinations
from the Mother City, Cape Town. Enjoy our renowned hospitality while flying for business
or leisure.
and experience untouched beaches on Bazaruto and

Travel extraordinary

Benguerra, Mozambique, or visit Africa’s wildlife in Chobe,

Whether you are travelling to Victoria Falls to experience the majestic Zambezi River,
Botswana
or the
Sands,or
South
Africa.
Windhoek
or Walvis
Bay Sabi
for business,
Hoedspruit
for a safari getaway, connect with us.
Choose Airlink for an effortless travel experience across southern Africa.
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Women in construction
The Desert Grace

GONDWANA
A

This video is a sweet little flashback to the construction of The
Desert Grace. Something that few might be aware of, is that two
Namibian women were involved in the construction process of The
Desert Grace. Watch this short video of the two bubbly
personalities who do air-conditioning installations.

A Namibian road trip
to Namushasha River Lodge

Namibia’s fluvial paradise is a flawless date night planner, with
dusk setting the lighting scene in splendid hues of red, orange,
pink and purple. A reed frog chorus accompanied by the
harmonising melody of the cicada orchestra creates the
mood.With Bwabwata National Park right next door, splendid
wildlife encounters await.

Immerse yourself into nature
with Camping2Go

Everyone’s a camper when it comes to Gondwana
Collection’s Camping2Go sites that have been rolled out in
proximity to several of their lodges around the country with a
limited number of tents per site. Feel closer to nature than ever
before and experience brilliantly bright night skies, crackling
campfires and the accompaniment of all nature’s nocturnal sounds.

Feel closer

to the Kalahari
The Kalahari Desert is the largest continuous stretch of sand on
the planet, stretching into Namibia, Botswana and South Africa.
Although considered a semi-desert, it has earned its description as
a desert due to the sandy savannah’s inability to retain water.
More than 500 different species of plants, animals and insects call
this place home.

Windhoek’s leaning tower
Van Eck Power Station

Everybody entering Windhoek from the north, is familiar with the
twin chimneys of the Van Eck Power Station. It is a telltale sign
that your Namibian road trip has almost come to an end.Or that it
is perhaps continuing to the south? Due to hasty construction, one
of these chimneys turned out skew.Find out more about the
fascinating history by scanning the QR code.
APRIL 2022
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It is said that truth is the very first casualty of war. Von Clausewitz
said: "Casualty reports on either side are never accurate, seldom
truthful, and in most cases deliberately falsified." We have all seen
this - near and far. Ultimately, this leads to another cynical truth –
namely that “ultimately, history is the version of the victors.”

Of war…
Just as our previous edition went to press, the unimaginable
happened. War broke out.
Just as the epidemic was relegated by the WHO to an endemic,
(an endemic is a constant presence in a community, but it
differs from a pandemic in that the virus is somewhat contained,
not spreading out of control, thus stressing the health care
infrastructure, and therefore it can be more easily prevented and
treated) the absolutely unimaginable happened – incredibly so by conscious choice!

The victims of senseless wars are innumerably more than the
ravaged, broken and maimed refugees who are forced to flee
their homes, businesses - and lives. The economic ripple effect
across the globe is as devastating. With the exception of the
financial backers, and instigators – of course. They are infinitely
better prepared, protected – and funded than the millions of
refugees and victims – from small fry officials who enjoy 24/7
police protection, to world leaders with access to nuclear shelters.

In the span of just 2 weeks, Europe’s largest refugee crisis
developed since WW2.

In the face of this heart-wrenching sadness and pain, Michelangelo
International Wine & Spirits Awards have embarked on a project
whereby we will use our international footprint in 142 countries
to encourage and enable relief on local and international fronts.
This latest conflict has actually inspired us. When we got over the
initial shock, we rallied around resolute, kind hearted people –
from wine producers to retailers to humanitarian organizations
– local and international.

Where the pandemic and its spread was largely out of human
control, this outbreak and ensuing atrocity was, and remains
wholesale within human control! One simple sensible decision
can put an immediate end to this carnage.
Carl von Clausewitz is quoted to have said: "Politics is the womb
in which war develops." and "The conqueror is always a lover of
peace; he would prefer to take over our country unopposed."

Very soon Michelangelo and several Founding Partners will
commence with a project that we hope will make a difference
to vulnerable people’s lives across the globe. Please follow our
website and the news for more information.

On a different forum, I read (author unknown) that “war is a
pursuit where young men who do not hate each other, kill one
another, and they are sent to do so by old men, who hate each
other, but who do not kill each other.” Even more incredulous –
this madness is funded by the very people appalled by it – the
voters and taxpayers!

Godspeed,

The Michelangelo Team
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Huab Lodge –
New Faces, New Era
Deon and Lidia Brummer are the proud new owners of Huab Lodge on the
Damaraland border. As conservation-orientated nature lovers, they’re looking
forward to welcoming like-minded visitors to share in the sheer beauty, peace,
tranquillity…exceptional birdwatching and more!

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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the opposite bank of the river. Natural rock islands protrude into the main
lapa area, and at the rear, the bar offers striking views and bird life, while
you’re enjoying something deliciously cold. In keeping with the ambiance at
Huab, meals are enjoyed at a family table. Here, it’s about making friends,
exchanging opinions, and learning more about life in Namibia.
Comfortable tables and chairs are scattered throughout, so when you
feel like resting, you don’t have far to fall.
The lodge's eight spacious stone and thatch bungalows - accommodating
a maximum of 16 guests – are spread along the elevated north bank of
the river, ensuring a magnificent and private view…even from the shower!
Each has a large private patio, and is tastefully furnished with two extra-long
double beds and large windows allowing in both light and a view across the
Huab. No need to close the curtains – rather watch the stars and listen to the
calls of owls and barking geckos as you drift off to sleep.
The 24-hour 220-volt power comes from the silent solar energy plant
concealed on the hill, and the chemically untreated water has a neutral pH
value. Each unit is equipped with mosquito nets and a ceiling fan, plus your
own tea and coffee making facilities so you can catch those exquisite early
morning rays with a cuppa and the dawn chorus.

uab Lodge is set in a private nature reserve on the edge of
Namibia’s Damaraland. The original farmland is a small, unique
area called Monte Carlo with breathtaking views, bisected by the
ephemeral Huab River. The original concept behind Huab was to generate
funds to save Namibia's desert-dwelling elephants – thankfully since 1992,
awareness and tourism has changed the face of that. Conservation is alive
and well here.
Huab Lodge was erected at a special site just down river from the old
rest camp, where the Germans built the so-called German Bath in the late
1800s.The former tourist rest camp now houses the lodge’s staff.
Previous owners Jan and the late Suzi van de Reep, put heart and
soul into Huab Lodge, and the Brummers are delighted to build on this
firm foundation. The Brummers took ‘the opportunity’ presented by the
lockdown, to effect extensive maintenance – they cleaned out all the
thatching, replaced all the soft furnishings, refurbished furniture, and
repainted interiors, in among the various upgrades.
Huab Lodge’s main building has a vast thatch roof with open sides,
and now boasts a newly renovated reception area. The building blends
well into its surroundings - the irregular thatch roof mirrors a mountain on
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Huab Lodge has a bungalow with limited facilities for physically
disabled guests.
At Huab Lodge, the natural thermal spring bubbles up out of the
ground at about 60 °C, and is maintained in the wallowing pool between
37 °C and 40 °C. The thermal bath is located beneath a sweeping thatched
roof below a typical granite koppie of the area – it’s the ideal park-off
spot to relax. The water’s minerals are soothing, even healing, especially
in combination with the water temperature. The roof is cut away, so the
southern skies are visible when wallowing at night. In addition, there is a
cold pool which is about 22 °C.
For those who enjoy walking, hiking or driving, there are many different
routes to take over the 8,000-hectare nature reserve into different scenic
formations, into the rocky mountains or along the dry riverbeds. After a large
and leisurely breakfast, you can choose a scenic drive in one of the lodge
vehicles or if you prefer to be on foot, there are numerous walking and hiking
trails around the lodge. The Brummers are first to provide you with all the
advice and help you need to plot your route.
Huab Lodge has become a Mecca for bird watchers and photographers.
The Lodge is ideally situated in amongst the granite hills on the banks of
the ephemeral Huab River, in habitats where several endemic or near

APRIL 2022
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Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are all banned in China.

endemic Namibian bird species occur, which makes them easy to spot.
Among its 210 bird species, the area boasts 9 endemic desert bird species,
including Hartlaub spurfowl, Rüppel’s parrot, Southern violet wood-hoopoe,
Monteiro’s hornbill, Carp’s tit, Bare-cheeked babbler, Damara rockrunner and
White-tailed shrike. Birdlovers rejoice! In late September, the Madagascar
bee-eater arrives to breed in Namibia, staying until mid-April. The violetbacked starling, the rosy-faced love bird and the boisterous bare-cheeked
babbler are also there, waiting to be seen.
Stargazing is magical at Huab Lodge – it’s remote, so no light pollution.
And if you’re fascinated by rock paintings, nowhere else in Namibia will you
find more than in the Damaraland region. Some shards and old tools can be
found that were used by the San people hundreds of years ago.
Conservation is at the heart of everything here. Desert dwelling elephants
continue to roam the spectacular area of the Namib, Damaraland and the
bordering commercial farms in the remote northwest of Namibia, as they have
done for centuries. Generous donations by individuals financed the purchase
and installation of two solar pumps at waterholes. The Huab Conservation
Trust was able to finance the purchase of 10 giraffes and 8 ostriches thanks
to the generosity and involvement of the many visitors to Huab Lodge. Since
then, these animals have dispersed, as the nature reserve is not game fenced.

Huab Safari Ranches is an amalgamation of farmland between the
commercial and communal farmers. In 1992 when the project leaders
first came across this part of the Huab Valley on the edge of Namibia's
Damaraland and learned of the plight of the desert elephants, they founded
a private nature reserve as a buffer zone for the elephants in particular,
and wild animals in general, between the conflicting farming interests. The
ephemeral Huab River which runs through the 20-thousand-acre nature
reserve has natural water sources which attract wildlife. The once severely
overgrazed farmland has been completely given over to wildlife and is
returning to a pristine condition. The indigenous flora can proliferate and
provide food and refuge for the wildlife, birds, insects and reptiles. The last
two decades of care and a strict “hands-off and no-shooting” policy have
brought about remarkable changes. The numbers of such species as kudu,
oryx and mountain zebra are growing.
Huab Lodge has an airfield close by, so however you plan to get there,
make it soon.

www.huab.com; Huab Lodge, Kamanjab; +264 67 312 070; info@huab.com
Reservations: huab@resdest.com; +264 61 224 712 / +264 61 250 725
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No road safety
That’s wack

Shift

The Gears
Of Change

are grave.
It is time that we, as Namibians, take
accountability and Be The Change.

Road safety in Namibia is a major concern
with road-related fatalities reaching record
highs not only locally, but far exceeding
international averages.

This year the Savanna Lemon NonAlcoholic’s Be The Change Road Safety
Awareness Initiative focuses on instilling
the responsibility in individuals to become
the change. Driving accountability through
the country because it requires everyone’s
input in order to see change.

In 2019, Savanna Lemon Non-Alcoholic, a
product of Distell Namibia Ltd, took it upon
itself to drive awareness to this problem as
it was time for change. This was fitting, as
Distell Namibia is a proud member of the
Self-Regulating Alcohol Industry Forum
(SAIF) of Namibia, which strives for the
prevention of the negative consequences
associated with alcohol abuse.

When we work together that is when
we achieve success, and that is why we
continuously strive for change.

Safe roads are a social issue that require
the attention of all Namibians because the
consequences of not practising road safety

Road safety is not an option, it’s a must.

Know road safety
That’s fresh

nder The Age Of 18
15
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The Founders
Railway Carriage
From the moment you climb aboard the lovingly restored Founders Railway Carriage
you feel as if you’ve stepped into a charming bygone era. The grand old Carriage’s final
resting place is at Mantis Founders Lodge, just 72km from Gqeberha

Words and photographs by Kathy Malherbe
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signal lanterns to the signature royal blue curtains with gold drapes.
The re-design brief to MI Designs was simple: ‘Create a world of
timeless glamour, reminiscent of the days of luxury train travel.’ They
ticked all the boxes.
There is a large, modern outdoor deck that offers al fresco dining,
a private pool, boma, period-inspired bathroom facilities onboard and
a beautifully restored lounge and dining area. Separate bathroom
facilities, with large, glass-fronted showers also give you great valley
views. Together with a dedicated butler service and personal game
guide, the experience is unique and memorable.
The Carriage is also adjacent to an unusual but delightful
neighbour - Munu– the blind and fiercely protected Black Rhino. Munu
has his own boma and it is an absolute delight to feed him ‘treats’ of
large clumps of Plumbago leaves. His excitement when he smells the
Plumbago is verbalised in an excited mixture of mooing and grunting
and instinctively you want to bend down and ‘cuddle’ the pure chubby/
cuteness of him. The black rhino is almost extinct and plans are to
find a mate so that perhaps, one day, some mini Munu will roam the
reserve.

ounders Railway Carriage, the first of its kind in the Eastern
Cape, is the realisation of Adrian Gardiner’s dream. This
pioneering conservationist is the founder of Mantis, a
conservation-focused hotel group with 22 luxury hotels, eco-lodges
and waterways located internationally.
Gardiner travelled in this private carriage with his family on
holidays and for business across South Africa for almost a decade,
until the train was eventually retired and meticulously restored in 2021.
The Carriage includes three compartments and can accommodate
a total of five guests. It has a main double sleeper as well as a twoberth and single compartment.
It is an addition to the seven suites at the main Founders Lodge
and together they offer 5-star hospitality focused on tailored and
convivial service, authentic local cuisine and magnificent game viewing.
Stationed at a siding at the top of a hill, the carriage overlooks
a magnificent valley and is exclusive use accommodation. The
restoration of the Carriage is authentic and the attention to detail
meticulous. From the sleeper bolts, which have been polished and
used as towel hooks, the travelling trunks from the early 1900s, old
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grassland the professional guides offer countless sightings of diurnal
animals while the more elusive nocturnal creatures can be spotted on
evening drives.

The magnetism of Africa, the Cradle of Mankind, is often explained
by the fact that it lies deep in our DNA. The place where our species
first stood upright millions of years ago. Which is why an African safari
is high on most people’s bucket list. Mantis Founders Lodge has it all
in terms of celebrating our heritage, with authenticity and a passion for
the environment.
Whether you are staying on the train or at the lodge, it is not
just a safari destination. It is an embodiment of the legacy of which
pioneer and founder, Adrian Gardiner, dreamt. It is about preserving
and nurturing, as well as conservation of our wildlife and nature for
future generations.

Bear Grylls Survival Academy Experience
Mantis Founders Lodge is the ideal base for a family holiday with
the Founders Lodge Kids Conservation Warriors programme, which
includes a Bear Grylls Survival Academy experience, taking young
survivors on a journey of dynamic self-rescue to find out if they have
what it takes to survive the wild!
Families can enjoy tranquillity away from the city and be reminded
of the pristine beauty of the natural world, right in the heart of a wildlife
concession. This is an unforgettable experience and with bespoke
activities tailored to each guest, no holiday is the same.
Bear Grylls, well-known adventurer and television personality,
shares Mantis’ passion for education, evidenced by our newly launched
Bear Grylls Survival Academy experience at Founders Lodge.
This dynamic self-rescue activity invites young adventurers to learn
some of Bear’s key survival techniques before putting them to the test!

Main Founders Lodge Experiences are:
Game Drives
A “must-do” for any visitor to South Africa, game drives provide the
perfect opportunity to observe African wildlife in their natural habitat.
There are daily game drives to spot Africa’s Big 5 (elephant, lion,
Cape buffalo, leopard and rhinoceros). From the Albany thicket to the
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The first alarm clock could only ring at 4 am. It took another 60
years for a wind-up alarm clock to be invented, to be set to any time.

In just two hours, the aspiring survivors will learn just what it
takes to survive in the wild and they will return to the lodge with an
experience they won’t soon forget!
Guided Game Walks
Interactive Wildlife Tracks and Signs Experience (±2 hours)
With the art of tracking perhaps being the oldest science, it
captures our imagination, fuels our curiosity and inspires the urge to
interpret the stories left in the sand. From Founders Lodge you can join
expert rangers to learn about small and large animals by reading the
local ‘bush newspapers’.

Reservations and more information call: +27 41 404 9300;
reservations@mantiscollection.com;
www.mantiscollection.com/hotel/wildlife-safari-mantis-founders-lodge
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Nakara –
then and now
Nakara is a household name in Namibia. It’s also one of those heartwarming
stories of how hard work, perseverance and courage pays off. Today, this
proudly Namibian company employs 160 people, and produces 60 000 square
metres of leather for the international market

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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only help after hours. Kevin’s business grew and he moved into small
premises rented from The First National Development Corporation.
Nakara was officially founded in 1980.
The name Nakara was a chance that Kevin took. In 1978, South
West Africa was en route to independence. An interim government
was formed - South West Africa was to be Namibia. SWAKARA stood
for South West African Karakul - and their production concentrated
mainly on Swakara garments for the local and South African industry
- Kevin took the chance and registered the new company as NAKARA
(Namibian Karakul). SWAKARA remained the brand name of the skin,
which NAKARA manufactured into beautiful garments.
By the mid-eighties, to become more competitive and flexible on
the international market, Nakara moved away from processing skins in
Germany and France, and began processing Swakara skins in Namibia.
Brigitte says, “Kevin learned processing as he went along, which was
not always easy.”

n 1980, Kevin Davidow founded Nakara. His background? He’d
trained as a furrier in Johannesburg, then worked in Europe for a
few months on a work/holiday visa. On returning to South Africa in
1974, he applied for a furrier’s job in Windhoek – a company selling fur
garments – and secured the job. It was Kevin who introduced Swakara
reversible garments to Namibia (then South West Africa). Kevin’s
wife, Brigitte, takes up her part of the Nakara story, “I returned from
Germany in 1978, having studied Hotel Management. I’d worked for
South African Airways, and met Kevin the same year.”
Kevin grew up in Johannesburg, but Brigitte’s roots were Namibian:
‘I grew up on a small farm near Windhoek. My parents bred live game
for export, especially for game parks worldwide. At a later stage, they
bought a large farm at the Waterberg in Namibia and continued to
breed game for export. It was a very unique childhood, as I grew up
with wild animals, some as pets.”
A year later, Kevin resigned, and started his own small fur business
in a friend’s garage. Brigitte was working shifts at the airline, so could
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Costume of Miss Namibia for over 20 years.”
Nakara also became well known for its high quality tanning of
ostrich skins and high quality ostrich products. In 1994, another first
- Nakara opened its first outlet in Independence Avenue in Windhoek
and, four years later, a second in The Arcade in Swakopmund. Nakara’s
distinctive products were being sold directly to the public. “In 1994
and ’95, the fashion award in the J&B Rare Designer Collection show in
Windhoek was won by Nakara,” smiled Brigitte.
The Davidow’s knack for innovation paid off, and the business
grew so rapidly that their premises required another big renovation.
Another huge investment equipped the Nakara factory with advanced
technology, enabling the production of today’s 60 000 square meters
of leather per month, of which 90% is exotic furniture leather and is
exported to upholstery manufacturers in South Africa, Europe and USA.
Collaborations worked well for Nakara. In 1990, they collaborated
with the prestigious House of Gruenstein in Finland. In that year alone,

Brigitte had joined the business right from the beginning, juggling
work and Nakara: “After we married in ‘82, I left SAA to work full time
in the business. Kevin was the founder and manufacturer, while I was
largely the creative person and responsible for the accounting.”
As Nakara began processing Swakara skins, their existing
premises became way too small. In 1989, Nakara built a large factory
in the northern industrial area of Windhoek, consisting of a tannery
and manufacturing plant…a courageous step to take at that time in the
country’s history.
Nakara then started manufacturing for designers, working with
their creative ideas and choice of colour. This was a breakthrough,
and international recognition followed: “Our garments appeared on
some of the world’s most prestigious modelling ramps,” says Brigitte.
“We also designed and manufactured the National Costumes for Miss
Namibia, starting with Michelle McLean, who became Namibia’s first
Miss Universe in 1992 and continued as a sponsor for the National
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Tuesday is the most productive day of the week. 70% of people said listening to music while they work makes them more productive.
Making progress visible improves motivation and drinking sufficient amount s of water/liquid can increase your daily productivity by 14%.

we, as a family, always had for our products, never giving up and
always looking for new ways to improve them. We are very isolated
here in Namibia. It’s hard to find qualified people or when a machine
breaks, it is not easy to get it repaired. It takes a great deal of effort to
keep everything running smoothly.” She adds, “But knowing that we
are contributing something unique to the country and are making a
difference, makes it worth our while.”
Today, Kevin and Brigitte are semi-retired and live mainly at the
coast in Swakopmund and in Windhoek: “We oversee the business
from there. We have two daughters, Tanya – a photographer in
Germany – and Nicole, who recently returned to Namibia with her
husband, Max Schaefer Gildenberg.” She smiles, “Max joined Nakara a
year ago, and is well on his way to taking over from Kevin. Nakara will
be in good hands, and he will continue the legacy.”

Nakara made a collection of over 300 garments to be displayed at ten
different fashion shows in Japan, Europe and the USA. This continued
for a few years until the world markets changed, and Swakara
manufacturing slowed down drastically.
Brigitte says her role at Nakara has always been and still is to
some extent, the marketing of their products: “I was always very active
in the creative brainstorming and launching of new ideas.” Over many
years, Nakara trained their own pattern makers and designers. In 2011,
Nakara was awarded the Tannery of the Year.
Asked about exciting moments during the Nakara journey, Brigitte
says, “It’s been most exciting to host our first president of Namibia,
His Excellency Dr Sam Nujoma and his wife at Nakara, followed by the
president of Botswana, His Excellency Mr Festus Mogae as well as the
King of Swaziland King Mswati III.”
One thing Brigitte is very convinced of, “Our continuous success
over the years can be ascribed to relentless dedication and interest

www.nakara-namibia.com
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Benguela
Cove
Benguela Cove walked away with three Double Golds, three Golds, and two
Trophies at the Michelangelo Awards 2021. Visit them in Hermanus, and you’ll
find so much to do, eat, drink and, well, be merry about…

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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T

here are many sides to Benguela Cove that go beyond the
lush vineyards and olive groves. Among their numerous
other accolades, they were also recently awarded the African
Excellence Award for the Best Sustainable Wine Destination in the
Western Cape for 2021.
This unique maritime Walker Bay farm boasts one of the closest
vineyards to the sea and the fresh Atlantic Ocean breezes help to
produce exceptional fruits, which award-winning winemaker Johann
Fourie and his team turn into fine estate wines. Benguela Cove is the
largest producer in Walker Bay.
Here’s a good, but not exhaustive, taste of what’s on offer on the
farm, and there’s oodles for the kids to do too:
•

•

25

Cellar Tour and Barrel Tasting is hosted by their winemaking
team, where they help you skilfully explore the art of
winemaking.
Oyster & wine pairing - this includes four oysters prepared
in four different ways to match the qualities of four different
wines in the Benguela Cove range. A dedicated wine
ambassador guides your experience. To whet your appetite…
The Benguela Cove Joie De Vivre Cap Classique is paired with
a pineapple pickled oyster served with celery; The Benguela
Cove Chardonnay has a certain opulence and richness which
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•

•

•
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needs that extra texture and weight when paired with food…
the fried oyster is the perfect match; the moreish combination
of the Benguela Cove Pinot Noir and the baked oyster is a
match made in lagoon heaven; a heavier red like Benguela
Cove Collage might not be an obvious choice with an oyster,
but when a fresh oyster is gently smoked before being dressed
with a bone marrow emulsion and tangy diced beetroot..
Chocolate & Wine Pairing Experience - paired with delightfully
sweet handmade chocolates, Benguela Cove’s wines will
keep you coming back for more. A hint of what to expect…
Ode to the Fynbos, involves white Belgian chocolate with
apple ganache, fynbos jelly and dried pineapple, paired with
Estate Sauvignon Blanc. And ‘We’re Smokin’ fills a treasure
box-shaped chocolate with a smoky ganache that adds to the
intensity of the Benguela Cove Cabernet Sauvignon.
Charcuturie & Wine Pairing…a menu which features the
likes of Cuvée58 Cap Classique with Copa Ham; Sauvignon
Blanc with Bresoala; Pinot Noir with Droëwors; Syrah with
Springbok Carpaccio; and Cabernet Sauvignon with Biltong.
Moody Lagoon Restaurant is an award-winning, must-visit
destination, with superlative dining. Located in an elevated
setting, you’ll enjoy views of the expansive lagoon and Atlantic

Cape Town was named the second richest city in Africa. Ten years ago, there
were just four top suburbs with an average selling price of just over R10 million.

•

are unique picnic spots that suit everyone - from big parties
to couples.
•
The Lady Bonnie pontoon boat – take a chilled one-hour ride
on the lagoon, glass of something special in hand…and enjoy
the scene.
•
The Art Gallery at Benguela Cove – owner, Penny Streeter
OBE, has ensured the walls of the Estate are adorned with
art from many of South Africa's famous and up and coming
artists. The art is for sale, and there are numerous superlative
pieces.
•
Estate olive oil tasting…paired with freshly baked bread. The
Benguela Cove olive oils derive their distinctive character
from the estate’s terroir. The maritime winds and above
average rainfall add to the character of this region's olives,
which are grown, harvested by hand and carefully extracted
into delicious oils - all on the Benguela Cove estate.
So many options…all perfectly paired with Benguela Cove's range
of wines and olive oils.

Ocean while enjoying delectable dishes prepared with only
the freshest, seasonal ingredients…by Namibian chef, Annie
Badenhorst. Chef Badenhorst designs her menus to highlight
not only the remarkable surrounds, but to pay homage to
local ingredients…paired with sensational wine from Benguela
Cove’s Winery.
Gourmet Picnics - sprawl out on the lawns, drink in the
champagne air and marvel at the sea and lagoon views. There

beguelacove.co.za; info@benguelacove.co.za
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UNSTRAP YOUR
WRIST WATCH
Oshivelo, “entrance or gate” is where a subtle sign needs to be retained. A sign indicating that
life here, is savoured with a hint of reverence, patience and not entirely tied to time limitations.
Text: Ndinelao Shikemeni | Photos: Ndinelao Shikemeni | Layout: Marlene Orffer

I’d like to now encourage you to unstrap your wrist

Where places of bygone days of interest do not go

watch ...because life is cherished slowly in Owambo.

unnoticed. The Nakambale Museum, set in Olukon-

Wag Biekkie Bar, aptly implies to “wait a little”,

da, which displays Finnish Missionary Martti

seize a cold one; prior to continuing homeward, and

Rautanen’s paper collecting method, used during the

to immerse yourself in the lively realm of the

process of translating the Bible to Oshindonga, –

Aawambo people. It’s here, where the passage of

among other things it also includes instruments,

time is arbitrated by the position of the sun in the sky

household items and furniture used by the missionar-

and seven day long weddings are a norm.

ies during that period; as well as Oshiwambo cultural
artefacts.

Where your soul will be beautifully arrested by
echoes of children frolicking as they walk about after

Additionally, a monument in honour of Rautanen has

school, women decked in their dazzling and exquisite

been erected in Omandongo, which is worth a visit

bold pink, red and black striped traditional outfits.

and makes for a great adventure to find too. The

Where the virtue of patience is practiced as cows,

Google Earth coordinates for the settlement

donkeys and other domestic animals waltz cross the

are: S17°59'34.69" E16°12'22.96 and the monument

road, with donkeys rather oozing an unwelcoming

is visible to the left (north), as you enter the

behaviour – by way of stubbornly taking a steadfast

settlement.

site on the road.
On your way back to the city, a two night’s stay at
Where sunsets are a phenomenon on their own,

Etosha King Nehale is a necessity. It is set on the

especially when majestic Makalani Palms form a

Andoni Plains, close to the Etosha National Park’s

captivating backdrop. Taste buds are spoilt for choice

King Nehale Gate,

with local Oshiwambo delicacies, potent gin

kilometres from Omuthiya. Ontalelo Outpost is a real

(Ombike) brewed with seasonal wild fruits and other

treat too, as it is a secluded waterhole within the

ingredients, Marula juice (Omaongo) whereby cow

Etosha National Park reserved for guests staying at

horns are used to squeeze juice out of the ripe fruit

the lodge.

and is approximately 18.4

and then fermented for two to four days. It’s the home
of Omalodu, a fermented traditional beer, which is

It has been a minute in Owambo and you may now

prepared with sorghum and pearl millet flours. And

strap on your wrist watch again.

celebratory occasions, like that of welcoming you,

On more detailed information on other places of
interest, purchase Willie Olivier’s book; Discover the
colorful world of Owambo on narrativenamibia.com

calls for a delicious marathon chicken. To mention,
but only a few delicacies.
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Master Of
Pyrography
Hendrik Vrey is a renowned pyrography artist based in Windhoek.
His highly specialized work is all about exposing the beauty of
Namibia, so no wonder his artwork hangs in numerous lodges and
embassies as a warm reminder of our country

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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“Fox Tossing” was once a popular sport. Popular with Europe’s aristocracy during the 17th and 18th centuries, fox
tossing would involve a person – or a couple – throwing a fox as far and as high as they could!

Y

Hendrik says his art supported him and his family through good times
and bad, financially and emotionally: “During the ‘army years’, I earned a
little extra money by selling artworks to friends – having the extra cash
made me a popular friend. At university, I once exhibited my work at a
ladies’ residence, where Oom Faan Meintjies saw the potential in my work
and bought a few pieces. That was the moment I realised I could have a
career as an artist.
Hendrik was not able to complete his studies at Bloemfontein
University, and was forced to make ends meet as an artist. He remembers
well: “As a struggling young artist I lived in Johannesburg, Vereeniging, and
Walvis Bay - accommodation had to be cheap and food was scarce – in
desperation I sold my work from door to door. As my technique improved
and I became better known, I exhibited at the Rand Easter and Pretoria
Shows. I also held successful exhibitions in Canada, Spain, Portugal,
England and Germany. “
Today, Hendrik and his family have settled in Windhoek, where
he runs a studio: “After Namibian Independence, and with the increase
of tourism, lodges, safaris and the many foreign embassies, my art has
become a feature in many establishments. My work, representative as it is
of Namibia and the beauty she has to offer, has become a popular gift for
visiting presidents, politicians, and business people.”
Hendrik has the soul of an artist: “As with all artists, the Covid
pandemic severely hampered our means of expression. There was much
time for introspection and regrouping; anxiety and despondency. I trust
however, that as the world recovers, so too do the artists – what better
way to express the beauty of this world but by art!"

ou don’t have to nudge Hendrik Vrey twice to find out what
inspires him: “My art and my understanding and expression of
the sense of beauty has been molded by the love for my country,
Namibia, and her hospitable people, stunning wildlife and nature scenes.”
There you have it.
He’s a pyrographer, and if that’s the first time you’ve heard the word,
he explains, “It’s an age-old technique of burning images on surfaces. It
does have its limitations regarding expression in colour and shades, so it’s
impossible to portray a beautiful sunset, colourful flowers and so on…but
I compensate by composition, balance, detail, and the shading of ‘black
and white’.”
Hendrik may have started pyrography late, but not so a love of art:
“As long as I can remember I enjoyed drawing. At school I drew with pencil
and ballpoint, and I was encouraged by people around me to explore. My
architectural studies and some informal art classes fine-tuned my talent,
but,” he smiles, “in fact, the learning never ends!”
He tells his journey to pyrography: “At a campfire - the pastime of
young boys of that time - I used a hot piece of wire to draw on apple box
wood. This was the humble first beginnings of a career. Over the years I
graduated from heating ‘drawing implements’ in the camp fire, to heating
them in the fire of a primus stove, and lastly, to specific electric soldering
irons. Working on wood, which had challenges because of irregularities
and markings, was soon replaced by working on kudu leather, which,
although ideal in colour and texture, was difficult to source. These days
I work on vegetable-tanned cow-hide leather obtained from feeding lots,
which is free of scrapes, sores, holes and other markings.”

www.hendrikvrey.com; Phone/Fax: +264 61 233 705
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Pink is the
new black
The story of Henk and Monica van Niekerk and their award-winning Cap
Classique is enough to pop the cork off a large bottle of bubbly

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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t began way back.
From a young age Henk van Niekerk stole groceries from his
mother’s kitchen for his field expeditions with his fellow boy scouts. His
passion and enthusiasm for mixing various flavours in his style of cooking
was already clear from the outset. Many years later it was the Paul Rene
Cap Classique experiment that surpassed all his expectations and is now
his life’s passion and living dream.
After several years of research and planning to produce what goes into
the bottle, it was left to his wife Monica to take care of the outside. As a
little farm girl Monica spent days in her grandmother’s art studio and the
creative mind to create the unique Paul Rene Cap Classique look was no
doubt founded there.
Farmer and bubbly producer, Henk, believes it is the breakaway
from the traditional which propelled this Cap Classique from its humble
beginnings on Wonderfontein Estate in the Robertson wine valley, to the
fridges and coolers of a new generation of bubbly enthusiasts.
This trendsetting Bubbly is enjoyed by those who appreciate the finer
things in life. The Paul René Cap Classique range comprises of a Brut
Chardonnay - a Blanc de Blanc; a Brut Rosé - a blend of 75% Pinot Noir and
25% Chardonnay; and, their latest, the Paul René Nectar, a blend of Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay, with a sweet caramel finish.
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Not only is the MCC exquisite to drink but the packaging is pretty
awesome - order a case and it comes delivered in a pastel pink and
white treasure chest, perfect for gifting. Expect to find it at exclusive
dinner parties, uptown eateries and the tucked-away deli on the corner.
You’re also going to find it at the ‘Paul Rene Splash of Pink'… a
sensational day out, usually on the first Saturday of November. Here’s
the deal.
Arrive in style with a splash of pink and indulge in the beauty,
simplicity and elegance of the home of Paul René at the Estate. Bring
your family and friends to enjoy a decadent day of handcrafted Paul René
Brut, Brut Rosé and Nectar. Ice cold bubbly at a special festival price is for
sale all day, together with Musgrave Spirits craft gin combinations. The
edibles are incredible… Saldanha Bay Oysters, Norwegian Salmon and
other fresh treats will be for sale and can be enjoyed in the tent or picnic
style on the lawn.
Henk van Niekerk always thanks his colleague Stefan Bruwer who,
with 40 years' winemaking experience, has played an unbelievable part
in growing Paul Renee to what it is today: “Stefan was involved in the
planning long before we produced our first bottle, and 12 years later, he’s
still here. Our consistency and high quality is down to him.”

paulrene.co.za
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Your gateway to Etosha National
Park and Mangetti National Park

Come
explore the
wilderness

Second largest man-made
open pit in the world

Open Air
Museum

Abenab Lodge is located in the heart of the old Abenab
Mine. The mine was discovered in 1921 and closed in
1958. The place is an attraction to visitors for its second
largest man-made open pit in the world and the oldest
buildings constructed during the early 1920s.
The lodge offers luxury and comfort in the heart of
Grootfontein, Namibia — a gateway to Meteriote, Etosha
National Park and Mangetti National Park. Nestled in an
attractive sub-tropical woodland ecoregion, the lodge is
a mere 24 km away from Grootfontein. Our friendly staff
are from marginalized communities being Khoikhois,
Himba and Zemba.
Enjoying the quietness of nature is one main attraction
in absence of Wi-Fi, but finding connection with the
bush. Abenab Lodge is ideally located and it is very easy
for guests to access all the amenities, restaurants, bar
as well as the Wellness Centre to handle your exhaustion
and stress. Our friendly staff will make sure your visit
is perfect in every way.

Contact us:
Tel: +264 81 550 0846
Email: info@abenablodge.com
www.abenablodge.com

At Abenab Lodge we don’t believe it’s good enough just to claim we are
‘eco-friendly’. We take being green very seriously. We strive to operate
in the most sustainable way, using ‘green’ technology where-ever
possible to reduce emissions foot print.

Rooms. Conference. Hydro Spa. Open37Air Museum. Nature & Safaris Drives.
APRIL 2022
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The Desert Lodge
The Desert Lodge in southern Namibia, 150km south of Sossusvlei, is the
perfect sanctuary for self-drive guests or smaller groups of travellers

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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D

esert Lodge is part of the Greenfire collection of properties.
Situated on their private 20 000 hectare wilderness reserve
alongside the NamibRand Nature Reserve, the Desert Lodge
offers a game viewing experience as well as comfortable accommodation…
while also providing a convenient stop-over between the Sossusvlei
Dunes and the attractions of the south – Fish River Canyon and Luderitz.
The Lodge offers six spacious, comfortably appointed en-suite
rooms, all with glorious west-facing views over the surrounding desert.
There’s a generous central lounge-cum-dining area – all built of local
stone to ensure warmth in winter and cool in summer. A terrace and
sparkling swimming pool complete the package.
There’s oodles to do here, too. You’ll have the opportunity to enjoy
walks as well as open vehicle drives both during the day and at night –
Desert Lodge’s experienced ranger will show off the multitude of desert
adapted fauna and flora that inhabit the reserve. Animals encountered
during your stay are in a totally wild and natural environment, some
migratory and some permanent residents.
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NAMIBIANS are the third wealthiest people in Africa

All meals are freshly prepared and served either on the terrace or
in the dining area, depending on weather conditions. The rate includes
meals, a nature walk, and an extensive afternoon/night drive on the
reserve.
Greenfire’s philosophy is to offer affordable and unique experiences,
so it’s perfectly possible to spend a few days to really relax, and enjoy
the remoteness and surroundings.
Being on the D831 (C27), just 100 km south of Sesriem or roughly
200km north of Aus, Greenfire Desert Lodge is easily accessible in twowheel drive vehicles and is just off of the regular ‘tourist route’ – the
ideal stop-over.

CONTACT:
+27 (0)63 855 8780, res@greenfire.co.za;
www.greenfire.co.za

Difﬁcult roads often leads to

beautiful destinations
Get there with Osino Car Hire

Namibia is home to countless gravel roads and many 4WD tracks, of which many lead to
astounding lodges and campsites. The country is a true playground for the off-road enthusiast,
enjoying the challenge of negotiating the rugged terrain, whilst experiencing the sights of our
beautiful country with our company and its range of cars.
Contact us: +264 81 1225 590 | info@osinocarhire.com | www.osinocarhire.com
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Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022:
'Dancing with the giants of the night'

© Rafael Fernandez Caballero/UPY2022
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Underwater
Photographer
of the Year 2022
Gathering of Giant Whale Sharks is the world’s best underwater photograph – it
triumphed over 4 200 other entries, many of them sensational!

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied by Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022

R

on travel over the last year may have stopped many photographers visiting
their favourite waters, but it hasn’t stifled their creativity,”
The Underwater Photographer of the Year contest is based in the UK,
and Matty Smith, an Englishman now living in Australia, was named as
British Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022 for a portrait of a great
white shark taken in the Neptune Islands, South Australia. To produce Great
White Split, Smith built a special supersize dome port for his camera, as
well as a carbon pole and remote trigger to allow him to get this revealing
perspective: “I had wanted to shoot a charismatic over/under portrait for
years,” explained Smith. “Some techniques I had previously tried failed
terribly, so this time I designed and constructed my own equipment to get
the camera exactly where I wanted. Surprisingly, the sharks were instantly
attracted to the camera, in fact it was a battle to stop them biting it!”
Competition judge, Tobias Friedrich said, “This split shot of the most
famous fish in the sea, truly captures its character. An excellent reward
for the perseverance of the photographer, experimenting with different
techniques until he got the result he wanted.”
In the same contest, Thien Nguyen Ngoc from Vietnam was named
“The Save Our Seas Foundation” Marine Conservation Photographer of
the Year 2022 for his aerial photo ‘Big Appetite’. The photo shows boats
straining the waters for anchovies in the Phu Yen province of Vietnam.
“Salted anchovy is the most important raw material in traditional
Vietnamese fish sauce,” said Nguyen Ngoc, “but these little fish are a
keystone of the ecosystem. The reserves and catches of anchovies have
decreased by 20 - 30% in the past 10 years. When they are overfished,
the whales, tunas, sea birds and other marine predators face starvation
and critical population declines.”
“A stark visual reminder of man’s reach and control over the
surrounding habitat and its devastating effect on the natural balance,” said
Rowlands. Mustard added ,“The mouths of these nets dwarf the people
casting them, and the tight composition speaks about our squeeze on
nature.”

afael Fernandez Caballero from Spain has been named
Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022, for his astounding
photo of five whale sharks, feeding together at night in the waters
of the Maldives. His photograph pipped the other 4200 underwater
pictures entered by underwater photographers from 71 countries. The
photo captures a unique ocean event, taken in demanding photographic
conditions.
Underwater Photographer of the Year is an annual competition, based
in the UK, that celebrates photography beneath the surface of the ocean,
lakes, rivers and even swimming pools. Today’s competition attracts entries
from all around the world, has 13 categories, testing photographers with
themes such as Macro, Wide Angle, Behaviour and Wreck photography,
as well as four categories for photos taken specifically in British waters.
This year’s judges were experienced underwater photographers Peter
Rowlands, Tobias Friedrich and Dr Alexander Mustard MBE.
Giants Of The Night features five whale sharks, the biggest fish in the
world, feeding together on nocturnal plankton that has been concentrated
in the lights of a boat: “It was already incredible when one whale shark
came to our boat,” explains Fernandez. “But more and more kept arriving.
I was diving with Gador Muntaner, a shark researcher, who couldn’t believe
it as their numbers grew. He counted 11 sharks that night - a once in a
lifetime encounter that nobody thought was possible.”
Competition judge, Peter Rowlands, commented, “This image took
my breath away from the first viewing and I never tired coming back to
it. Scale, light and the sheer numbers of big subjects, this was, by some
distance, our winning image.” Judge Alex Mustard added, “Photography
needs light and simply recording these giants in a dark ocean is a massive
achievement. To do this with such beautiful light and careful composition
of the five sharks is outstanding.”
Judge Mustard commented: “The Underwater Photographer of the
Year contest aims to celebrate underwater photography in all its forms
and we are delighted that many of this year’s awarded images come from
home countries and some are even taken in swimming pools. Restriction
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Up and coming Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022:
'Supernova in paradise'

© Quico Abadal/UPY2022
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The French Built a Fake Paris (life-size replica) to Fool German Bombers in World War One.

British Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022:
'A 3.5m great white curiously approaches my lens'

© Matty Smith/UPY2022

Most Promising British Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022:
'Diamonds and Rust'

© Paul Pettitt/UPY2022
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My Backyard Award 2022:
'All You Need Is Love'

© Pekka Tuuri/UPY2022

‘Save Our Seas Foundation’ Marine Conservation Photographer
of the Year 2022: 'Season of anchovy fishery'
APRIL 2022

© Thien Nguyen Ngoc/UPY2022
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46 BC was 445 days long and is the longest year in human history.
Nicknamed the annus confusionis, or “year of confusion”.

UPY Wrecks - Winner
'Abandoned ship'

© Alex Dawson/UPY2022
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The Underwater Photographer of the Year
competition also aims to promote new photographic
talent. Quico Abadal, from Spain, was named as Up &
Coming Underwater Photographer of the Year 2022 for
a creative image ‘Supernova In Paradise’. Adabal’s photo
was taken at sunset off Sairee Beach, Koh Tao, Thailand
and is purposely shown upside down. “This photo
features Jeniya, who moves so poetically in the water,”
explained Abadal. “What I like about this photograph is
the imperfection of backscatter in the dark water, creating
the feeling of outer space and making it perfect to me.”
Mustard explains the reasons for the photo’s
success, “In this category, we are always looking for
exciting new talent bringing fresh visions to underwater
photography. This image is a fabulous example. Simple
subject matter, elevated into an artistic image by the
imagination, ideas and talent of the photographer and
model.”

UPY Wrecks - Winner
'Abandoned ship'
© Alex Dawson/UPY2022
www.underwaterphotographeroftheyear.com

LET YOUR SIGHT SOAR...
... and discover the wild like never before
with Canon.

tel: +264 61 231 116
email: nitrei@iway.na
email: georg.nitrei@gmail.com
email: cameron.nitrei@gmail.com
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For more information, visit: www.nitzschereiter.com or
find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/nitzschereiter

Valid for travel from February – November 2022

Cape Packages
PAARL

SOMERSET WEST

N$ 9,135 PP sharing

N$9,570 PP sharing

STELLENBOSCH

N$ 7,800 PP sharing
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Pots and Pops
of Colour
Amanta Christina’s art will bring out – or find - your happy side. One of these
canvasses hanging on a wall at home, will lift your interior as much as your spirits

Interview by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied

“

I just love your work. Happy and free.” That’s
just one of the innumerable joyful comments
by those who follow Amanta Christina’s art on
various social media platforms. Even the names she
gives the paintings make you feel good – Pop Pot, Pot
of Circus, Lolly Pot…all exuberant names which put a
smile on your face.
Born in Empangeni in Kwazulu-Natal, Amanta
moved through many South African provinces before
landing in the mother city…which is now home. She
studied at the National School of the Arts, focusing
particularly on fine art and printmaking; thereafter she
studied visual arts and architecture practices. There
wasn’t an aspect of art which she didn’t love, but she
whittled it all down to painting. She laughs, “I have two
strong memories of my painting breakthrough. The
first, when I was 16 years old…I did a five-hour livepainting performance on a 3m x 2m canvas in front
of a huge crowd. And the next, was when I decided
to switch from oils to acrylics. My very busy toddler
(then) rolled herself over my freshly painted, very
thickly applied oil painting, whereafter she happily
rolled herself over the entire house - a masterpiece in
itself! In that moment, I knew what had to be done,
and this self-agreement led me to a two-year study
and practice in the acrylic medium.
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Now, we have a very happy understanding with
each other.”
Amanta believes she still needs to stretch the
acrylic medium even further, “to shine, spread, glue,
thin-out and re-form into something bigger than its
name… from here – mixed mediums will be on the
menu for future things to come…” Much of her work
is on big canvases, but sizes start at 50 x 50cm and
go up to 2 x 2m.
Art is how Amanta makes her living (or most of it),
and she says, “This is exactly where I want to be. With
hard work, communication and focus, as we all know,
anything is achievable…” She does have a small food
business which she’s working on reviving post-Covid,
as a family entity.
“My inspiration came from my toddlers who, back
from their walk in the green belt, brought back these
amazing flower arrangements in mini seed pots. I
was then demanded to place these tiny flowers in the
biggest vase found in the house. On some days, they
would drag back the biggest tree stump or giant leaves
which I was forced to fit into the tiniest drinking glass.
(In my work you will always see florals that are giants
or very tiny in contrast to the pot or vase.)
“My artwork is full of hidden memories and new
stories to be discovered”.
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Cotton Candy was invented by a dentist.
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Sometimes, the most beautiful bloom painted today, will be covered
by another that is almost fading away. A bold colour hidden behind another,
or the brightest standing so tall, as if standing alone.
Amanta will take on a commission, but with a difference: “Should a
collector ask for a commission piece, it will reflect a background colour they
love - the rest will be a wondrous surprise and a discussion piece. I am
very lucky and extremely blessed by having return investors adding to their
current collection of my work.”A really intriguing aspect of Amanta’s work,
is the reaction by buyers. She smiles, “All collectors who come to view a
specific artwork in my studio to purchase it - or whether I drive to meet
them somewhere on a dirt road, exhibiting works from the back of my car,
(yes, this happens more than anyone can imagine) they always purchase
a different work. The colouring of the day or the mood within oneself is an
incredible factor to consider on any given day. What a process to love!” And
as she says, “Let there be Bright!”
If you want to see one of Amanta’s bold and beautiful paintings, The
Start Gallery space in Hermanus is featuring one of her bloom paintings.

Instagram amantachristina; Facebook – amanta christina art;
art@amantachristina.com

A Great Escape
So much more than just another restaurant. For people
who still dream of truly great escape.
+264 61 232 457 | info@joesbeerhouse.com
| www.joesbeerhouse.com
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MYEISHA LEATHER PRODUCTS

www.myeishanamibia.com | Facebook: myeishaNAMIBIA
Instagram: myeisha_namibia | #myeishanamibia | #namibianbohochic

MYEISHA Workshop & Shop
Meet arrsans at work
1 Groot Tiras Street, Eros
Windhoek | Namibia
Monday - Friday: 07:30 - 16:30
info@myeishanamibia.com
sales@myeishanamibia.com
sales@
Tel: +264 (0) 81 145 6729

Hilton in Windhoek
Exclusive shopping
Mezzanine Floor
Corner of Rev. Michael Scoo Street
& Sam Nujoma Drive
Mon - Fri: 07:30 - 10:30
Sat: 09:00 - 11:00
Tel: +26455(0) 81 145 6729

Namibia Art & Craa Market
Windhoek
40 Tal Street, Windhoek
Mon - Fri: 09:00 - 17:30
Sat: 09:00 - 16:00
Sun & Public Holidays:
09:00 - 13:30
Tel: +264 (0) 81APRIL
1452022
6729
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Penhill
Fruit Barn
Ninety minutes by car from Cape Town, you’ll find Penhill Fruit Barn on
Penhill Farm, Toontjiesrivier in the Nuy Valley area of the Cape Winelands.
Look out for the towering twin palms in the distance – and breathe deeply.
Your escape begins about now

Interview by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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S

ome 300 years ago, Penhill Farm was built as a refreshment station
on the busy route to Stellenbosch, Swellendam and Graaff Reinet,
pre-dating the N1. Exquisitely restored, Penhill Farm has returned
to its roots, although, rather than a stop for the ox wagons, it’s now a
private, extremely special place for groups of up to 24 people to relax and
replenish.
Penhill Farm is conveniently situated at the start of Route 62, the
longest wine route in the world.
The series of white-washed buildings set on endless lawns,
encompass the different lodgings available at Penhill Farm, namely
Penhill Fruit Barn, Penhill West Grange, Penhill East Grange, Penhill
Pepper Tree - each sleeping four guests, and Penhill Manor House which
sleeps eight. The five houses can be booked separately or you can book
the whole farm for exclusive use by a larger group. There’s ample room
between them for guests to breathe, so alone or in a crowd, you’ll have
your space. For exclusive groups, it’s perfectly suited for hosting fabulous
parties, from formal affairs to outdoor bashes that make the most of the
glorious natural surrounds.
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According to New World Wealth’s in-house indices, classic car prices have risen by 90% over the past decade (2010
to 2020) in US$ terms, making it the best performing investment class for wealthy people globally over this period.

The Penhill Farm grounds are designed for easy leisure, from dams
and pools, to tennis (racquets and balls provided), boules and croquet.
There are lovely trails for easy going walks as well as more energetic hikes
and runs. Mountain bikers, there are trails for you too.
Oodles of great spots with a view, invite you to take meals, teas, and
sundowners under a tree or next to a dam…but if you’d like some Me Time,
3 500 acres should do it.
The Fruit Barn was built in the 1870s, and it’s a wonderful country
escape for four. Accommodation is in one king and one twin bedroom with
en suite bathrooms. The fully equipped kitchen, dining room and sitting
room are air conditioned, and includes a wood-burning stove, satellite TV,
WiFi and a sound system. With its own pool, it has magnificent views of
the Riviersonderend Mountains.
Two suggestions from those in the know: sneak off to the excellent
Nuy on the Hill for breakfast or lunch, plus a dollop of wine tasting; treat
the family to a visit to Saggy Stone Mountain Pub and Restaurant (just
5km along the dirt road towards Robertson) - this microbrewery and pub
set among plum orchards is a winner – enjoy beer tastings while the kids
run free, and help yourselves to ripe plums in season.
You’re in wine country, so that means glorious scenery, and fabulous
tastings. Good for the soul.
www.perfecthideaways.co.za; penhill.co.za
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Chica the Bear Namibia’s latest
beacon of hope
Words and photographs by Liberty Life Namibia
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O

n 15 February 2022, Liberty Life Namibia launched ‘Chica the Bear’, in partnership with the Cancer
Association of Namibia (WO30), a project that aims to raise awareness and funds to support
children fighting cancer in Namibia. The date of launch was significant as it commemorated World
Childhood Cancer Awareness Day.
When launching the initiative, Liberty Namibia Managing Director, Monique Cloete stated that, “we are
witnessing the launch of something that will outlive us” and pledged that for the foreseeable future, Liberty
Namibia will choose to focus on the serious and heart-breaking issue that is Childhood cancer.
According to the World Health Organization, an estimated 400 000 children and adolescents aged 0-19 years
old develop cancer, annually. The statistics become even more sobering:
•
•
•
•

•

In high-income countries, where comprehensive services are generally accessible, more than 80% of
children with cancer are cured. In low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), less than 30% are cured.
Childhood cancer cannot generally be prevented or identified through screening.
Most childhood cancers can be cured with generic medicines and other forms of treatment, including
surgery and radiotherapy. Treatment of childhood cancer can be cost-effective in all income settings.
Avoidable deaths from childhood cancers in low- and middle-income countries result from lack of
diagnosis, misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis, obstacles to accessing care, abandonment of treatment,
death from toxicity, and relapse.
Only 29% of low-income countries report that cancer medicines are generally available to their
populations compared to 96% of high-income countries.

These statistics are depressing when one considers that in Namibia, it can be difficult to access proper care
and medical attention, especially in rural areas. On top of that, children often don’t fully understand why they
are sick, why they can’t just be healthy and play outside with their friends.
The need for funding, raising awareness and giving every child a better chance of survival regardless of the
form of cancer they may suffer from amplifies the importance the ‘Chica the Bear’ project.
For more information or to order your very own Chica the Bear visit chicanamibia.com

Get to know Chica the Bear
Favourite food:
“I like to eat honey.”
Favourite activity:
“I love to dance. It makes me happy.”
Dream vacation:
“My dream is to travel and visit all 14 regions of Namibia.”
Favourite dessert?
“Delicious koeksisters.”
Hidden talent:
“I can make anybody feel better with a hug.”
Chica the Bear’s biggest life lesson:
“The support of family and friends gives you great strength. And if you add
me, you can deal with anything! “
Who cheers Chica up on bad days?
“If I have a bad day, I stand up and shake off all the bad feelings! Then I do
a little dance. This really helps me stay positive.”
Favourite thing about Namibia:
“Our country’s children and the future that they represent in the land of
the brave.”
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LIVING IN THE MOMENT

And out of this World
AT THE CHOBE WATER VILLAS

AN EXPERIENCE SHARED BY NDAPANDA HAININGA
For different people, romance naturally means different things. For some,
it’s a delivery of a hundred roses at work with colleagues hovering over
in slight envy; for others it may be a candlelit dinner by the beach with
the sounds of waves clashing against one another. For me, I’ve recently
discovered, romance is a once in a lifetime safari experience in a chalet
overlooking the Chobe River, with the magnificent view of the greenery
in Botswana coupled with sounds of hippos in the early morning hours.

WEATHERMEN&CO

In case you missed it in my introduction, I am talking about O&L Leisure’s
Chobe Water Villas. My goodness, where do I begin? My first point of
fascination was the entryway to the lodge; as a Namibian citizen, I had
to access the lodge via Botswana. That is not the only way to get there,
but that is definitely the route I would recommend. During these COVID-19
times, you need a negative PCR test, and naturally your passport, but don’t
worry about the admin, the lodge is well worth the effort.

APRIL 2022
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What does arriving at the lodge feel like, you ask? The answer can only
be described as heaven – or close. We departed from the small town
of Kasane, Botswana, via boat and that boat ride was nothing short of
perfection. The greenery of the trees along the banks of the river; the
smooth waves of the river; and the populations of hippos, crocodiles
and elephants coming to drink its waters – like I said, perfection. We
arrived a little after 4pm, perfect timing which was accompanied
by perfect weather that day. No rain, storms or uncontrollable heat.
Everything was in our favour.

The magic didn’t end there. Imagine this: you’ve left your room for a
game drive; return to the lodge sometime after lunch; and head to
your room for your regular afternoon nap. Instead of just a cleaned
room, the lodge staff surprises you with a romantic gesture of rose
petals on the bed, rose petals around the tub and heavenly bath salts.
The stuff only movies are made of! I was living, in the moment, but at
the same time, out of it. It was out of this world!
Another highlight was the game drive. As the Chobe National Park gate
is in Botswana, we had to drive back into Kasane to experience the
game drive – it might sound strenuous, but on the contrary, everything
went quite smoothly. I learnt three interesting things on the game
drive. Firstly, the Chobe National Park has a population of about 320
000 elephants, so as you might expect, we saw many of them. Some
big, some small, some hungry, some having mud baths, some lonesome
and many in groups of at least ten. It was quite the sight!

The staff at Chobe Water Villas, who I would say are probably the
lodge’s best asset, welcomed us in high-spirited song and dance. I had
learned to say “this is beautiful” in the local language and was ready to
use it for this occasion, but apparently age is catching up with me, as
I couldn’t seem to remember the phrase in the moment! Age aside, it
was truly the warmest and most beautiful welcome.
The cuisine at the lodge was among the best I’ve experienced yet.
Dinner always consisted of three courses: starter, main and dessert,
and all three courses were beautifully presented. I have a terrible
sweet tooth, so dessert was naturally always my favourite, but not a
single course was a miss. Everything hit the palate just right. Allow
me to take you through one dinner: we started off with the taste of
the sea with mussels in a luxuriously creamy sauce. The main meal
was another seafood experience featuring kingklip, a colourful mix of
roast vegetables and standout potatoes – I don’t know what they did to
them, but the result was amazing. Ending off the meal was a decadent
chocolate mousse, its sweetness offset by the tangy freshness of
strawberries.

“ I T WA S T R U LY T H E
WARMEST AND MOST
BEAUTIFUL WELCOME”
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The Park also has four of the Big Five, can you imagine that? And the
possibility of seeing all four is very high. Of the four, we saw three:
lions, elephants and buffalo. We missed out on seeing a leopard and
the park does not have a rhino population. It was an eventful drive and
definitely worth the time and effort.

Our three-night stay at the lodge ended with the perfect room service
three-course dinner while enjoying a mini storm and overlooking the
mighty Chobe River with sounds of happy hippos all around us. I don’t
know about you, but that sounds like the perfect night to me and where
else could you experience all this other than Chobe Water Villas?

That brings me to my favourite activity at the lodge, the boat cruise.
The feeling of being on the water mixed with the close-up sights of
animals – giraffes, crocodiles and hippos in abundance – which you
would typically only see from a far, if you ever were to see them. This
trip was my first time seeing hippos and I was captivated by them. It
was incredible to experience all of this in just one trip so I would highly
recommend the boat cruise. It’s always worth it!

For more information, please contact us at:
T +264 66 253 602
E Chobe.res@ol.na
W www.chobewatervillas.com

WEATHERMEN&CO
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FOXY GINNAH
TAILOR

GET LIFE INSURANCE
THAT’S A PERFECT
FIT FOR YOU
We know that no two people are the same. That’s why we tailor-make
life insurance that is just for you, where you only pay for what you need and
what you can afford. So whether you need a single tax-free amount starting
from N$100 000, or a monthly payment starting from N$3 000 when you
pass away, the time is now to get life insurance that’s right for you.

SMS “COVER” to 66522, speak to your Old Mutual Financial
Adviser or Broker, or visit oldmutual.com.na
Ts & Cs apply.

DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (Namibia) Limited.
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Namibia Heart Center
&

Roman Catholic Hospital
are pleased to announce the opening
of our

HEART ATTACK CENTER
at

ROMAN CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
A Heart attack (myocardial infarction) is caused by sudden blockage of the coronary artery by a
blood clot. If not treated immediately it can cause damage to the heart or death. 20% of patients
who develop a heart attack die before reaching the hospital. The blocked artery must be opened
as soon as possible, in order to save the heart and life of the patient!
CORONARY ARTERY
OPENED BY BALLOON
& STENT

CORONARY
ARTERY BLOCKED

WILL PROVIDE A 24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR PATIENTS WITH A SUSPECTED or CONFIRMED
HEART ATTACK.
Patients with sudden chest pains or shortness of breath should call our emergency number
at 085-911, or go directly to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

Doctors dealing with patients with a suspected myocardial infarction should call our heart attack
coordinator at 085-911, to activate the Heart Attack Response Team. The patient should be
referred immediately to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: STATE PATIENTS WITHOUT ANY MEDICAL AID SHOULD GO DIRECTLY TO THE
EMERGENCTY UNIT at KATUTURA STATE HOSPITAL, WHERE THEY WILL RECEIVE THE INITIAL TREATMENT.

OUR TEAM IS READY
TO SAVE YOUR HEART

DM0201800315394 DS
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 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!
EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
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URGENT REFERRAL TO CARDIOLOGIST = PATIENTS TO BE SEEN or ADMITTED WITHIN A FEW DAYS
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
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Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635

ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635
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 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!
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Grande Roche Hotel
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

Nestled at the foot of the magnificent Paarl Rock is a small,
luxury hotel unlike any other. Where the atmosphere of a
bygone era brings a sense of gracious, unhurried living.

T

he Grande Roche Hotel is a celebrated
historical monument turned 5 star hotel
boasting beautiful gardens and innovative
cuisine in the Manor House of the Grande Roche
Estate.

Available Activities:

Email:
info@granderoche.co.za

Overlooking vineyards and mountains, the
Grande Roche Hotel is the ideal base from
which to explore the Cape, relax at the pools,
take in the glory of the Cape winelands and,
amongst others, enjoy a game of golf on nearby,
internationally acclaimed courses.

Website:
www.granderoche.com
Physical Address:
1 Plantasie St,
Paarl, 7646,
South Africa

The essence of the Grande Roche Hotel
experience lies in the unique, individually named
suites spread over landscaped gardens in the
midst of a working wine farm with its inimitable
style and unsurpassed excellence in service.

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

From the moment you arrive, you are warmly
greeted by our Guest Service team, offered
a welcome drink and escorted to your suite
through the beautiful gardens.
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Contact Number:
+27 (0)21 863 5100
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De Zalze Lodge
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

De Zalze Lodge is the farm’s very own Cape Dutch vernacular
style guest lodge overlooking the lush vineyards and breathtaking
Stellenbosch mountains.

N

estled against the ﬁrst fairway of the De
Zalze Golf Course, this luxurious four-star
establishment provides relaxed yet pristine
accommodation with an array of leisurely pastimes
guaranteed to unwind the stresses of modern day
living.

Available Activities:

Contact Number:
+27 (21) 880 0740
Email:
reservations@dezalzelodge.
co.za

Guests are invited to enjoy wine tastings, cycling
trails through the rolling vineyards, or simply
to relax by the pool. All in all, our selection of
offerings – coupled with the exquisite location
and impeccable service – make for a pleasurable,
revitalising and unforgettable stay.

Website:
www.dezalzelodge.co.za
Physical Address:
Kleine Zalze Estate, R44
(Strand Road), Techno Park
Turn-off, Stellenbosch, 7600

There’s a rim-ﬂow swimming pool, a range of
vineyard trails for hiking or running, mountain bike
trails, as well as wine tastings.

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

In addition to 24-hour security, all accommodation
are air-conditioned, satellite television, internet
access and room safes.
As the Lodge is just 3 km from the beautifully
preserved, historic university town of
Stellenbosch, it is ideally located for exploring
what is one of South Africa’s oldest communities.
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Erinvale Estate

Erinvale Estate Hotel & Spa invites you to reset all your senses, as you
relax and unwind in the picturesque Heart of the Helderberg.
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

S

urrounded by the Hottentots Holland
Mountains, neighbouring the magniﬁcent
Gary Player designed Erinvale Golf Course,
and award-winning wine estates Vergelegen,
Lourensford and Morgenster, a tranquil sanctuary
from which to embrace nature at its ﬁnest. Guests
can enjoy plenty on offer from exhilarating hikes
in the Helderberg nature reserve, to a myriad of
tasting experiences - from award winning wines to
olive oils, olives, coffee, craft beer, artisan gins and
ﬁne food.

Available Activities:

Email:
hotel@erinvale.co.za
Website:
www.erinvale.co.za
Physical Address:
1 Erinvale Avenue, Somerset
West, 7130, Western Cape
South Africa

The property boasts 56 tastefully decorated ensuite bedrooms, set amidst beautifully landscaped
gardens. The grand old oak trees tower above the
original homestead, offering refreshing shade
on the patio on warm summer days. The hotel’s
elegant Stefan’s restaurant as well as the Magnolia
Social Dining Lounge and the Oak Terrace & Bistro,
are ﬁrm favourites when considering restaurants
in Somerset West. Lurra Spa offers the latest
comprehensive health and beauty treatments,
designed to rejuvenate weary bodies and minds,
ideal for the traveller in need of relaxation.
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Contact Number:
+27 21 847 1160

Credit cards:
Master, Visa, AMEX
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Relax | Refresh | Refuel

SCAN & SAVE UP
TO 15% ONLINE

Whatever airline you fly and whatever class of ticket you hold,
our Bidvest Lounges are the oasis of comfort, relaxation and
pleasure for you at the airport.

bidvestlounge@bidair.co.za | www.bidvestlounge.co.za
@BidvestLounge

#BidvestLounge
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#BidvestPremierLounge
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Sudoku
EASY

source: www.sudokuoftheday.com

MEDIUM

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Play the suit back. (6)
4. Score diﬀerential. (5)
8. All the players. (5)
9. Force an oppenent to win the trick. (7)
10. No ruﬃng here. (7)
11. Double Odd Pass Even. (4)
12. Defenders love the contract thus! (3)
14. Mixed lead to play! (4)
15. Initially asking for ﬁve aces? (4)
18. Continental organizing body (3)
21. Standard Hi-Lo signal. (4)
23. Overstate your hand's strength. (7)
25. Contain the menace! (7)
26. Opening 2 diamonds conventionally for some!
(5)
27. Goulash production? (5)
28. Not square or lie? (6)

1. Cash back? (6)
2. Lovies arena? (7)
3. We will make this - I think! (8)
4. On or oﬀ for the ruﬀ? (4)
5. Inuit's home. (5)
6. Gushing steamer. (6)
7. Item positioned in time. (5)
13. Desmond is one! (8)
16. Clobber the mixed shoeman. (7)
17. Phew! It made. (6)
19. Not a winner. (5)
20. Love the best players? (6)
22. Win by ruﬃng with a trump lower in rank than an
opponent's. (5)
24. Fifty two makes one? (4)

© dowedo.net/ Compiled By Geofspa Date: 05 Apr 2009
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Open a Global
Account to Save
and Transact in
$, € and £

The FNB Currency Card is linked to your Global Account, allowing
you to invest and transact in three foreign currencies.
So if you’re travelling, you don’t need to carry foreign currency. You also
don’t need to transfer foreign currency into your Debit or Credit Card.
You can simply swipe for purchases or withdraw cash at foreign ATMS.

For more information, please contact the Forex desk:
+264 61 299 8668 | forexdesk@fnbnamibia.com.na

First National Bank of Namibia Limited, Reg. No. 2002/0180.
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Be The

Change
Know road safety
That’s fresh

MON
E
L
A
N
SAVAN COHOLIC
L
NON-Afety Awareness
Road

Sa

tive
Initia

No road safety
That’s wack

Shift

The Gears
Of Change

Not For Persons Under The Age Of 18
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